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OVERVIEW

When you arrive at Cairo airport, you will meet our representative, Sera, who is air-conditioned, and go to your hotel and spend the night fun
and quiet. The next day, you will go to the area of the pyramids of Giza and see the pyramids, the three, and the Sphinx, and then visit the
pyramids of Saqqara, some after, and then we will take you to our representative for lunch, then return to your hotel to relax. The morning of
the next day, after eating breakfast, we will take you to our delegates to visit the Egyptian Museum and Religions, the Hanging Church,
and the Jewish Museum, Coptic, and then take a break to eat lunch on the fourth day of your trip. After breakfast,

you will go on a four-hour trip into the white desert on After about 350 km, you will stop to have lunch and some refreshments, also known
as the jewel of the desert, because it is a hill of crystal-like crystals where you can watch suitable exhilarating when the light hits it, then it
will be used in horses in the desert and dinner in the camp, but enjoy watching the stars, and the next day you can enjoy a full day in health.
White will use the location where the White Witch's limestone rocks are. Again, after breakfast on the sixth day,

you will go to the National Museum of Civilization, where he offers a brief history through the ages, and then you will be available to the
market of Khan El- Khalili , one of the most famous markets in Old Cairo, and here you will also find many factories, such as leather, and
many stores, such as perfume, incense, and spices, where you can buy souvenirs for your trip.

 INCLUDED

Meet and assist in arrival and with you during the visits and departure.

Transfers by private, air-conditioned coach

Accommodation for 5 nights in the 5-star hotel "' Holiday Inn Maady" or Similar, including breakfast in Cairo

1-night accommodation at Shahrazad Camp (Fixed deluxe camp with fully furnished tents including W.C) at The White Desert on an
H.B basis.



A private local English-speaking tour guide will be with you during visits.

Entrance fees for all sightseeing as part of the program

Lunch in Cairo at a local restaurant

All taxes

 EXCLUDED

Entry visa to Egypt

International flights.

Beverages.

Tipping.

Personal expenses.

Anything not mentioned under "Rates include"



Days: 7

Nights: 6

Destinations: Cairo, Farafra, Bahariya Oasis

HOTELS: Holiday Inn, Shahrazad Camp

Price: 1,015 USD



ITINERARIES

Day 1: Arrival

When you arrive at Cairo airport, you will meet our representative, Sera, who is air-conditioned, and go to your hotel and spend the night fun
and quiet. The next day, you will go to the area of the pyramids of Giza and see the pyramids, the three, and the Sphinx, and then visit the
pyramids of Saqqara, some after, and then we will take you to our representative for lunch, then return to your hotel to relax. The morning of
the next day, after eating breakfast, we will take you to our delegates to visit the Egyptian Museum and Religions, the Hanging Church,
and the Jewish Museum, Coptic, and then take a break to eat lunch on the fourth day of your trip. After breakfast,



you will go on a four-hour trip into the white desert on After about 350 km, you will stop to have lunch and some refreshments, also known
as the jewel of the desert, because it is a hill of crystal-like crystals where you can watch suitable exhilarating when the light hits it, then it
will be used in horses in the desert and dinner in the camp, but enjoy watching the stars, and the next day you can enjoy a full day in health.
White will use the location where the White Witch's limestone rocks are. Again, after breakfast on the sixth day,

you will go to the National Museum of Civilization, where he offers a brief history through the ages, and then you will be available to the
market of Khan El- Khalili , one of the most famous markets in Old Cairo, and here you will also find many factories, such as leather, and
many stores, such as perfume, incense, and spices, where you can buy souvenirs for your trip.



Day 2: Memphis, Sakkara, Pyramids Tour

When you arrive at Cairo airport, you will meet our representative, Sera, who is air-conditioned, and go to your hotel and spend the night fun
and quiet. The next day, you will go to the area of the pyramids of Giza and see the pyramids, the three, and the Sphinx, and then visit the
pyramids of Saqqara, some after, and then we will take you to our representative for lunch, then return to your hotel to relax. The morning of
the next day, after eating breakfast, we will take you to our delegates to visit the Egyptian Museum and Religions, the Hanging Church,
and the Jewish Museum, Coptic, and then take a break to eat lunch on the fourth day of your trip. After breakfast,

you will go on a four-hour trip into the white desert on After about 350 km, you will stop to have lunch and some refreshments, also known
as the jewel of the desert, because it is a hill of crystal-like crystals where you can watch suitable exhilarating when the light hits it, then it



will be used in horses in the desert and dinner in the camp, but enjoy watching the stars, and the next day you can enjoy a full day in health.
White will use the location where the White Witch's limestone rocks are. Again, after breakfast on the sixth day,

you will go to the National Museum of Civilization, where he offers a brief history through the ages, and then you will be available to the
market of Khan El- Khalili , one of the most famous markets in Old Cairo, and here you will also find many factories, such as leather, and
many stores, such as perfume, incense, and spices, where you can buy souvenirs for your trip.



Day 3: Egyptian Museum, Old Cairo

When you arrive at Cairo airport, you will meet our representative, Sera, who is air-conditioned, and go to your hotel and spend the night fun
and quiet. The next day, you will go to the area of the pyramids of Giza and see the pyramids, the three, and the Sphinx, and then visit the
pyramids of Saqqara, some after, and then we will take you to our representative for lunch, then return to your hotel to relax. The morning of
the next day, after eating breakfast, we will take you to our delegates to visit the Egyptian Museum and Religions, the Hanging Church,
and the Jewish Museum, Coptic, and then take a break to eat lunch on the fourth day of your trip. After breakfast,

you will go on a four-hour trip into the white desert on After about 350 km, you will stop to have lunch and some refreshments, also known
as the jewel of the desert, because it is a hill of crystal-like crystals where you can watch suitable exhilarating when the light hits it, then it
will be used in horses in the desert and dinner in the camp, but enjoy watching the stars, and the next day you can enjoy a full day in health.
White will use the location where the White Witch's limestone rocks are. Again, after breakfast on the sixth day,



you will go to the National Museum of Civilization, where he offers a brief history through the ages, and then you will be available to the
market of Khan El- Khalili , one of the most famous markets in Old Cairo, and here you will also find many factories, such as leather, and
many stores, such as perfume, incense, and spices, where you can buy souvenirs for your trip.



Day 4: Cairo – Baharia – White Desert

When you arrive at Cairo airport, you will meet our representative, Sera, who is air-conditioned, and go to your hotel and spend the night fun
and quiet. The next day, you will go to the area of the pyramids of Giza and see the pyramids, the three, and the Sphinx, and then visit the
pyramids of Saqqara, some after, and then we will take you to our representative for lunch, then return to your hotel to relax. The morning of
the next day, after eating breakfast, we will take you to our delegates to visit the Egyptian Museum and Religions, the Hanging Church,
and the Jewish Museum, Coptic, and then take a break to eat lunch on the fourth day of your trip. After breakfast,

you will go on a four-hour trip into the white desert on After about 350 km, you will stop to have lunch and some refreshments, also known
as the jewel of the desert, because it is a hill of crystal-like crystals where you can watch suitable exhilarating when the light hits it, then it



will be used in horses in the desert and dinner in the camp, but enjoy watching the stars, and the next day you can enjoy a full day in health.
White will use the location where the White Witch's limestone rocks are. Again, after breakfast on the sixth day,

you will go to the National Museum of Civilization, where he offers a brief history through the ages, and then you will be available to the
market of Khan El- Khalili , one of the most famous markets in Old Cairo, and here you will also find many factories, such as leather, and
many stores, such as perfume, incense, and spices, where you can buy souvenirs for your trip.



Day 5: white Desert – Cair





When you arrive at Cairo airport, you will meet our representative, Sera, who is air-conditioned, and go to your hotel and spend the night fun
and quiet. The next day, you will go to the area of the pyramids of Giza and see the pyramids, the three, and the Sphinx, and then visit the
pyramids of Saqqara, some after, and then we will take you to our representative for lunch, then return to your hotel to relax. The morning of
the next day, after eating breakfast, we will take you to our delegates to visit the Egyptian Museum and Religions, the Hanging Church,
and the Jewish Museum, Coptic, and then take a break to eat lunch on the fourth day of your trip. After breakfast,

you will go on a four-hour trip into the white desert on After about 350 km, you will stop to have lunch and some refreshments, also known
as the jewel of the desert, because it is a hill of crystal-like crystals where you can watch suitable exhilarating when the light hits it, then it
will be used in horses in the desert and dinner in the camp, but enjoy watching the stars, and the next day you can enjoy a full day in health.
White will use the location where the White Witch's limestone rocks are. Again, after breakfast on the sixth day,

you will go to the National Museum of Civilization, where he offers a brief history through the ages, and then you will be available to the
market of Khan El- Khalili , one of the most famous markets in Old Cairo, and here you will also find many factories, such as leather, and
many stores, such as perfume, incense, and spices, where you can buy souvenirs for your trip.



Day 6: National Egyptian Civilization, Khan El Khalili

When you arrive at Cairo airport, you will meet our representative, Sera, who is air-conditioned, and go to your hotel and spend the night fun
and quiet. The next day, you will go to the area of the pyramids of Giza and see the pyramids, the three, and the Sphinx, and then visit the
pyramids of Saqqara, some after, and then we will take you to our representative for lunch, then return to your hotel to relax. The morning of
the next day, after eating breakfast, we will take you to our delegates to visit the Egyptian Museum and Religions, the Hanging Church,
and the Jewish Museum, Coptic, and then take a break to eat lunch on the fourth day of your trip. After breakfast,

you will go on a four-hour trip into the white desert on After about 350 km, you will stop to have lunch and some refreshments, also known
as the jewel of the desert, because it is a hill of crystal-like crystals where you can watch suitable exhilarating when the light hits it, then it



will be used in horses in the desert and dinner in the camp, but enjoy watching the stars, and the next day you can enjoy a full day in health.
White will use the location where the White Witch's limestone rocks are. Again, after breakfast on the sixth day,

you will go to the National Museum of Civilization, where he offers a brief history through the ages, and then you will be available to the
market of Khan El- Khalili , one of the most famous markets in Old Cairo, and here you will also find many factories, such as leather, and
many stores, such as perfume, incense, and spices, where you can buy souvenirs for your trip.



Day 7: Departure

When you arrive at Cairo airport, you will meet our representative, Sera, who is air-conditioned, and go to your hotel and spend the night fun
and quiet. The next day, you will go to the area of the pyramids of Giza and see the pyramids, the three, and the Sphinx, and then visit the
pyramids of Saqqara, some after, and then we will take you to our representative for lunch, then return to your hotel to relax. The morning of
the next day, after eating breakfast, we will take you to our delegates to visit the Egyptian Museum and Religions, the Hanging Church,
and the Jewish Museum, Coptic, and then take a break to eat lunch on the fourth day of your trip. After breakfast,



you will go on a four-hour trip into the white desert on After about 350 km, you will stop to have lunch and some refreshments, also known
as the jewel of the desert, because it is a hill of crystal-like crystals where you can watch suitable exhilarating when the light hits it, then it
will be used in horses in the desert and dinner in the camp, but enjoy watching the stars, and the next day you can enjoy a full day in health.
White will use the location where the White Witch's limestone rocks are. Again, after breakfast on the sixth day,

you will go to the National Museum of Civilization, where he offers a brief history through the ages, and then you will be available to the
market of Khan El- Khalili , one of the most famous markets in Old Cairo, and here you will also find many factories, such as leather, and
many stores, such as perfume, incense, and spices, where you can buy souvenirs for your trip.



Contact Us

Phone Number: +201093077474
Email Address: bookings@tripianto.com
ADDRESS: Dyar Business Park, Unit 15, El Hadba El Wosta, El Abagaia - El Mokattam, Egypt
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